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possibilities for our grandchildren?.

He concludes by proposing four factors that would make this vision a reality, which ring all the more
presciently true today, and circles right back to the essential lubricant, purpose : The pace at which we can
reach our destination of economic bliss will be governed by four things â€” our power to control population,
our determination to avoid wars and civil dissensions, our willingness to entrust to science the direction of
those matters which are properly the concern of science, and the rate of accumulation as fixed by the margin
between our production and our consumption; of which the last will easily look after itself, given the first
three. We are suffering just now from a bad attack of economic pessimism. We shall be able to afford to dare
to assess the money-motive at its true value. Of course there will still be many people with intense, unsatisfied
purposiveness who will blindly pursue wealth â€” unless they can find some plausible substitute. His
predictions could still happen. For at least another hundred years we must pretend to ourselves and to every
one that fair is foul and foul is fair; for foul is useful and fair is not. Yet it will only be for those who have to
do with the singing that life will be tolerable and how few of us can sing! I think we would all agree the
middle class was not doing very well. What can we reasonably expect the level of our economic life to be a
hundred years hence? Distinguished Adjunct Fellow Summary The conversation is still very much about
wages, jobs, income, paying off debt, getting more healthcare, and picking up a larger piece of American pie.
We shall be able to afford to dare to assess the money-motive at its true value. We shall honour those who can
teach us how to pluck the hour and the day virtuously and well, the delightful people who are capable of
taking direct enjoyment in things. It sure sounds nice, but the vision of the future he paints gets even better.
Thus for the first time since his creation man will be faced with his real, his permanent problem â€” how to
use his freedom from pressing economic cares, how to occupy the leisure, which science and compound
interest will have won for him, to live wisely and agreeably and well. At some epoch before the dawn of
history perhaps even in one of the comfortable intervals before the last ice age â€” there must have been an era
of progress and invention comparable to that in which we live to-day. If capital increases, say, 2 per cent per
annum, the capital equipment of the world will have increased by a half in twenty years, and seven and a half
times in a hundred years. For I predict that both of the two opposed errors of pessimism which now make so
much noise in the world will be proved wrong in our own time â€” the pessimism of the revolutionaries who
think that things are so bad that nothing can save us but violent change, and the pessimism of the reactionaries
who consider the balance of our economic and social life so precarious that we must risk no experiments. The
busier you are the more important you seem; thus, people compete to beâ€”or, at least, to appear to
beâ€”harried. All this means in the long run that mankind is solving its economic problem. For we have been
trained too long to strive and not to enjoy. Pervasive digital connection and social media addiction have taken
social comparison to new levels. If they have children, the bulk of the child care also falls to them. The
strenuous purposeful money-makers may carry all of us along with them into the lap of economic abundance.
But this is not so true of the absolute needsâ€”a point may soon be reached, much sooner perhaps than we are
all of us aware of, when these needs are satisfied in the sense that we prefer to devote our further energies to
non-economic purposes. But would it be an improvement? But they fall into two classes â€” those needs
which are absolute in the sense that we feel them whatever the situation of our fellow human beings may be,
and those which are relative in the sense that we feel them only if their satisfaction lifts us above, makes us
feel superior to, our fellows. Yet I think with dread of the readjustment of the habits and instincts of the
ordinary man, bred into him for countless generations, which he may be asked to discard within a few decades.
Language, fire, the same domestic animals which we have to-day, wheat, barley, the vine and the olive, the
plough, the wheel, the oar, the sail, leather, linen and cloth, bricks and pots, gold and silver, copper, tin, and
lead â€” and iron was added to the list before B. Here, once again, there are several possibilities.


